Triggerguard, sand cast brass or nickel silver ..............#TG-E-15-B or S
Possibly the work of John Philip Beck, a master longrifle maker, this ‘guard will lock fine on your classic “Golden Age” era flint longrifle. Longrifles from Lebanon, Lancaster County and similar schools of style used this design, probably with a decorative single trigger.
#TG-E-15-B triggerguard, sand cast brass only $14.50
#TG-E-15-S triggerguard, sand cast nickel silver only $15.50

Triggerguard, sand cast brass, only .........................#TG-MA-60-B
Ideal for Lebanon, Lancaster and similar schools of longrifle design, this triggerguard is sand cast of yellow brass. Copied from a fine original longrifle by John Philip Beck, a master longrifle maker. Polish it well before use.
#TG-MA-60-B triggerguard, sand cast brass only $10.50

Triggerguard, sand cast brass or nickel silver ..........#TG-SPW-D-B or S
A classic “Golden Age” style triggerguard from the post Revolutionary War era. This petit guard would work well on a lady’s or boy’s rifle, but originally used on a trim, but full size flint longrifle.
#TG-SPW-D-B triggerguard, sand cast brass only $13.99
#TG-SPW-D-S triggerguard, sand cast nickel silver only $14.99